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NEW QUESTION: 1
A company has an Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS)
domain.
All client computers run Windows 8.
Portable client computers no longer connect to the corporate
wireless network.
You need to ensure that when the corporate wireless network is
available, the computers always connect to
it automatically.
Which two actions would achieve the goal? (Each correct answer
presents a complete solution. Choose two.)
A. Manually connect to the corporate wireless network and
select the option to connect automatically to that network.
B. Create a Group Policy object (GPO) to configure a wireless
network policy. Link the GPO to the organizational unit that
contains the computers.
C. Configure the corporate wireless network as a preferred
network.
D. Configure the corporate wireless network as an unmetered
network.
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following should be included in a risk scenario to
be used for risk analysis?
A. Threat type
B. Risk appetite
C. Residual risk
D. Risk tolerance
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which planning operators use finite production capacities as
input?
Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. S&amp;OP Operator: Supply Optimizer
B. Order-Based Planning: Constrained Forecast Run
C. Inventory Optimization: Global (multi-stage) inventory
optimization
D. Inventory Optimization: Decomposed (single-stage) inventory
optimization
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Examine this PeopleCode snippet:

Local Rowset &amp;RSCUST, &amp;RSSTUD;
&amp;RSCUST = GetRowset(RECORD.CUST_TBL);
&amp;RSSTUD = CreateRowset(RECORD.STUDENT_TBL);
&amp;RSCUST.CopyTo(&amp;RSSTUD, RECORD.CUST_TBL,
RECORD.STUDENT_TBL);
Select the two correct statements. (Choose two.)
A. &amp;RSCUST is a stand-alone rowset object based on the
structure of the CUST_TBL record definition.
B. &amp;RSSTUD is a stand-alone rowset object that references
the rows in PS_STUDENT_TBL.
C. &amp;RSSTUD is a rowset object that references the component
buffer data for the STUDENT_TBL record.
D. &amp;RSCUST is a stand-alone rowset object that references
the rows in PS_CUST_TBL.
E. &amp;RSSTUD is a stand-alone rowset object based on the
structure of the STUDENT_TBL record definition.
F. &amp;RSCUST is a rowset object that references the component
buffer data for the CUST_TBL record.
Answer: E,F
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